
A CVS Winter Tale

1. Proper Noun
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6. Adjective

7. Emotion
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24. Noun

25. Proper Noun

26. Adjective

27. Proper Noun

28. Noun

29. Winter Creature Or Legend

30. Location



A CVS Winter Tale

'Twas nearly the end of Q4 and Proper Noun toiled at their occupation desk late into the night.

Outside the snow was a-flurry, not a Noun was stirring, and no end was in sight.

"I'll get up and stretch my legs," Proper Noun decided, shrugging on their coat for the brisk walk to the

adverb adjective noun café, feeling solitary and silent.

"This Food has got me feeling Adjective emotion ," they thought, savoring each

Verb Base Form .

As Proper Noun returned to their office, they noticed something strange. Their desk chair was no more;

'twas replaced!

Where it once stood was a Adjective Verb Present ends in ING vortex.

It beckoned: step in, step in, to go where you would or should!

They glanced to the left, to the right, and to the left again before poking a foot in.



In a swirl of Noun and Noun Plural /holiday noun they find themselves in the middle of

Location wearing noun!

"Is this Wonderful creature/ winter creature or legend ? My hometown?! I'll never get assignment for my big-

city, all-important Event done on time!"

" Proper Noun thank Noun you're here! The traditional Noun is at terrible risk! Only

your Noun skills can save the winter Noun !" cried a Adjective Noun . "Grab

that Noun and hoist me up!!"

When it was done, the wintry location glowed, and Proper Noun shared a smile with their new relationship

(friend, sweetheart, etc.).

They quickly schemed the processes and foundations to ensure the traditional thing was future-proofed,

centralized, and Adjective .

"So, Proper Noun you'll take the traditional Noun of flora or fauna job?" 

"How could I say no to Wonderful creature/ winter creature or legend , all festive and aglow?"



The vortex in the middle of wintry Location swirled shut, leaving a spinning desk chair in its wake on

the other side of the world.
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